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                                               St. Joseph “Tildé” 2016 
  
The Tildé bottling from Pierre Jean Villa is his old vine cuvée of Saint Joseph, made from a hectare of vines in 
the northern end of the appellation that were planted between 1963 and 1970. These are hillside vineyards, 
planted at three hundred meters above sea level, and the wine is raised in a similar combination of older 
barrels and demi-muids, but with the elevage doubled to twenty-four months from that of the Préface bottling. 
The 2016 Tildé is a fine example of Saint Joseph, with the inherent elegance and mineral signature of the 
vintage very much in evidence here. The bouquet offers up a youthful blend of dark berries, pepper, black 
olive, roasted game, a touch of youthful stems, bonfires and an outstanding base of minerality. On the palate 
the wine is full-bodied, transparent and youthfully structured, with a good, solid core of fruit, excellent soil 
signature, ripe, firm tannins and fine focus and grip on the long, primary and very well-balanced finish. This 
needs four or five years in the cellar to properly blossom, but the constituent components here are excellent 
and this is going to be a very good bottle with a bit of age. 2024-2050.                                        
                                     91 pts- John Gilman, View from the Cellar, #80 April-May 2019 

        The following has also reviewed this wine: 

               93 pts- James Molesworth, Wine Spectator, November 15, 2019 
  
 

                                             Côte-Rôtie “Carmina” 2016 
  
This young domaine is only a decade old, but the wines are very fine and entirely worth a search.  This is the 
lighter of two excellent Côte-Rôtie bottlings, though “lighter” is certainly no knock on the wine, as Côte-
Rôtie’s claim to worldwide greatness is all about complexity and grace (like Burgundy unlike Hermitage).  
Made from two plots of vines averaging roughly 60 and 10 years of age, 60% of this was made from whole 
clusters, though the grape and stem tannins are exceptionally well managed and there’s virtually no sensory 
evidence of stem tannins at all.  The aromas are wonderfully expressive, with vivid floral notes giving way to 
very pure fruit scents.  Medium-bodied, with fresh acidity and very pure fruit flavors firmed by ultra-fine 
tannins, this is a beauty that shows why Villa loves the vintage.  When I first met him in April of 2017, long 
before this was bottled, he told me that 2016 would be extraordinary on account of a perfect end to the 
growing season.  Moderate daytime heat, cool nights and no threat of rain meant that he could pick all of his 
plots exactly when he thought the grapes were optimally mature.  His sense of optimal maturity has certainly 
borne out.                                
      93 pts- Michael Franz, winereviewonline.com, August 20, 2019 
 
 
 



The 2016 version of Carmina is an excellent young bottle of Côte-Rôtie, offering up a classic nose of red and 
black raspberries, pepper, stony soil tones, a bit of nuttiness, roasted meats, coffee and a smoky topnote. On 
the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and beautifully soil-driven in personality, with a fine core of fruit, ripe, 
well-integrated tannins and lovely focus and grip on the long, balanced and nascently complex finish. This is 
going to be lovely.                                         
                                 91+ pts- John Gilman, View from the Cellar, #80 April-May 2019  
 

        The following has also reviewed this wine: 

      92 pts- James Molesworth, Wine Spectator, October 15, 2019 

 

                                                          Côte-Rôtie “Fongeant” 2016 
  
Sourced from a single lieu-dit near La Turque toward the top of the Côte Brune, this is a very different wine 
than Villa’s Côte-Rôtie “Carmina.”  Visibly darker and physically denser, it is more “impressive” and less 
“elegant,” but this is a distinction that could easily be misunderstood.  There’s very little overt oak in either 
wine, and this is all about the site rather than different treatment in the cellar.  Despite this wine’s sheer size, it 
is equally remarkable for its purity and energy, which are virtues that become even more valuable in wines of 
striking concentration.  Simply gorgeous.     
                                   97 pts- Michael Franz, winereviewonline.com, August 20, 2019 
 
Monsieur Villa farms about forty acres of vines planted in 1954 in the superb climat of Fongeant.  The 2016 
Fongeant …is deep, soil-driven and full, with an excellent core of fruit, stellar soil signature, firm, seamless 
tannins and outstanding grip and length on the poised, focused and nascently complex finish. This is an 
outstanding and very classic example of this great terroir!  
                                     92+ pts- John Gilman, View from the Cellar, #80 April-May 2019  
                                     
        The following has also reviewed this wine: 

      93 pts- James Molesworth, Wine Spectator, October 15, 2019 

 
                                   St. Joseph (blanc) “Saut de l’Ange” 2016 
  
The creamed pear and melon fruit is contrasted by lively lemon shortbread and yellow apple gelée flavors. 
Light verbena and honeysuckle notes stitch the finish, which ends with a gentle kiss of sweetened butter. 
Roussanne. 330 cases. 
                                       92 pts- James Molesworth, Wine Spectator, November 2018  
                                     
 
 


